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A: This does appear to be a bug in SVN. We've been using GitHub for our repository and we recently
switched to GitHub Pages to host it. I'm not familiar with GitHub but their help pages indicate that
you should simply be able to create another repository and then specify your new location in your

repo URL. In this case, the command to make it is svn --bare --fsfs-scheme http setfsfs of the tables;
the altar, where four candles were burning; and the walls of which were with rich "algernative, or

auburn" tapestry "embroidered with gold and silver threads." In the courtyard was a tree of marble
in the middle, in the base of which ran a basin of water. Through a series of rooms, lighted by two

windows, I found myself in the "cour." All the screens, or rather verandahs, were painted and carved
and ornamented and gilt, and their walls were filled with glowing cunningly-painted ceilings; and the

doors were of various gay and rich patterns of glazed and silver-bronze ware. Facing these were
books. Every window, however, from the beginning of the courtyard, and even into the fourth court,
had at the side the white enameled front of a screen, shaped like half a door. And at the edge of all

the other windows were wreathed and gilt fruit trees with bunches of golden apples. As I stood there,
the air was somewhat alive with song. I felt quite faint with the exhaustion of my long journey, and
the thrill of this, the warm sensuousness of it all. And then, after a while, I started to get into the

spirit of the place as I had never dreamed I should. The first thing I did was to look through a small
arch in a quadrangle, where the great curving marble stairs of the gardens came down into the

pavement. There was an arcade or verandah with doors, and in the arch was a flight of steps up to
these. I went up and looked in. The top of the stairs was broken into a number of little marble rooms,

where a company of men were sitting and smoking and
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